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Let v1 ,...) v, , w, )..., W,, be independent p x 1 random vectors having 
multivariate normal distributions with common nonsingular covariance matrix 
C and with EW, = 0, oi = i,..., n. In this canonical form of the multivariate 
linear model, the problem is to test H: EL’, = pa = 0, oi = l,..., m vs K: not H. 
It is shown that when the rank of the noncentrality matrix (~~...r,) C-’ (rl-.*& 
is one, the power of Wilks’ U-test (the likelihood ratio test) strictly decreases 
with the dimension p and the hypothesis degrees of freedom m. This generalizes 
results known for the noncentral F-test in the univariate case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The canonical form of the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 
problem can be stated as follows: Let V, ,..., V, , W, ,..., W, (n > p) be 
mutually independent p x 1 random vectors having normal distributions with 
the same nonsingular covariance matrix Z. It is known that E W, = 0, a = 1, . . ., n. 
The problem is to test the hypothesis 
H:EVarpm =O, a = l,..., m vs K: not H. 
The LRT rejects H if 
UP = 1 f W,W,’ j/l i W,W,’ + $J V,V,’ 1 < U;(n, m), (1.1) 
o=l Cl=1 a=1 
where U;(n, m) is the lower or-level point of the null distribution of U, . 
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Whenp = 1, this test reduces to the ANOVA F-test. In an earlier paper by 
the authors [3] it was shown that for P = 1, the power of the LRT is strictly 
increasing in n and strictly decreasing in m for fixed 0 < 01 < 1 and fixed 
noncentrality parameter. For P > 1, the technique described in [3] cannot be 
used generally to study the behavior of the power functions of different tests 
for the MANOVA when the error degrees of freedom n or the hypothesis 
degrees of freedom m or the number of components P change separately. The 
key to success of the previous technique is mainly the monotone likelihood-ratio 
property of the relevant statistic involved. For the multivariate case, even for the 
likelihood-ratio test (LRT) it is possible to obtain similar results only when the 
noncentrality matrix T: m x m, given by 
7 = (Pl *** pm)’ WcLl -** Ilm), (1.2) 
has rank 1. We shall assume throughout that rank (T) = 1 and define A = tr(7). 
Without loss of generality (for studying the distribution of U,), we shall assume 
that 
.z=I*, p1 = (M2, 0 ,...) O)‘, p2 = ..* =pm =o. 
Let U,(h; n, m) denote the distribution of U, . For 0 < 01 < 1, denote the power 
of the LRT by 
~4; m, n,p) = W,(% n, 4 G u;(n, ml>. 
The following is the main result of this note. 
(1.3) 
THEOREM. (a) 7r&; m, n, p + 4) < r,(X; m, 71, P) for 4 > 0. 
(b) v@(h; m + s, n,p) < ?r,(k m, % P)for s > 0. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We use the following notation for the noncentral beta distribution. Let S and T 
be independently distributed as X%(X) ( noncentral) and XZ, (central), respectively. 
Define b = T/(S + T). Then we denote the random variable 6 and also its 
distribution, by b(h; in, $m). 
We need some results on decompositions of U, . It follows from the results 
of Das Gupta [2] that U, can be decomposed as 
(2.1) 
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where Zi’s are mutually independent, 
Zl - w; iin, iv), 
zi - b(0; $(n - i + 
Also note that 
* I * m 
AND PERLMAN 
l), &?z), i = 2,..., p. 
= fi &*, say. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
It can be seen that Zi*‘s are mutually independent, and 
Zl* - b(k *(n + m - 14, QP), 
Zi* - b(0; $(n + m - p - i + l), 4p), i = 2,..., m. 
(2.4) 
Combining (2.1)-(2.4) we get the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 
U.&C n, 4 = Urn@; n + m - P, P). 
This generalizes the corresponding result when X = 0 (see Anderson [I, 
Theorem 8.4.21). 
The distribution of 2, in (2.2) can be expressed as b(0; &, +rn + K), where 
K is distributed as Poisson with the mean h/2. Let Z,,, be a random variable 
distributed as b(0; in, +rn + 6), independently of Z, ,..., Z, . Define 
up.0 = ZlJ, ..* z, 7 (2.5) 
and denote its distribution by U&n, m). Note that for 6 = 0, 
us.&, 4 = U&k n, 4. (2.6) 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The density of UDj, has the strict monotone likelihood ratio (MLR) 
pr0pflty in -e. 
Proof. For m = 1, U,,, is distributed as the product of p independent 
beta variates 
b(0, &z, * + 4, b(O; Q(n - 11, Bb, W; t(n -P + l),G 
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Starting from the last pair of variates and applying Rao [5, p. 136 (iii)] it follows 
that U,,, - NO; Hn - P + I), 4P + 4. It can be easily shown that b(0; a, , as) 
has the strict MLR property in --~a . (See [3, Lemma 2.21 for the proof of a 
similar result.) Thus, the lemma holds for m = 1. 
Now, suppose m 2 2. It is sufficient to prove the strict MLR property 
for Z&Z,; the rest follows by induction. As before, the density of 
43 - b(0; +n, +rn + 0) has the strict MLR property in -0. Let the density 
functions of ,& and Z, be g( *, 0) and h(a), respectively. Then the density of 
Y = Z,,,Z, is given by 
P(% 6) = j J&i 6) h(YMW4. 
Using the fact that h is a beta density of the form b(0; *, +m) with +m 2 1, it 
can be checked that h(y/z), as a function of y and z, is totally positive of order 2 
(i.e., has the MLR property). It now follows from Lemma 5 of Karlin [4] that 
p(y; fl) has the strict MLR property in --8. 
Proof of part (a) of the theorem. Note that rr,(X; m, n, p) in (1.3) has the series 
expansion 
(2.7) 
We shall prove a stronger result than (a), namely 
P{U,+&, 4 < && ml> < PW,,&, ml G UZ (n, mh (2.8) 
for any k > 0 and q > 0. By (2.5) 
u 9+l7.8 = G&42 *.- GJ@,+, *.- -%+&9 (2.9) 
and the distribution of Z1,& **a Z, is U&n, m), independent of 
Z 9fl *.* Z,,, E Q, say. 
Consider two independent random variables X, and Xs distributed as 
U&n, m) and Q, respectively. By the Neyman-Pearson lemma and Lemma 2, 
the unique UMP size 01 test of 6 = 0 vs 8 > 0 based on X1 and X, has the 
critical region 
4 < u;(n, 4, (2.10) 
since the distribution of X, is U,(O; n, m) when 8 = 0. In particular, this test 
is strictly more powerful than the test with the critical region 
X1X2 < G&b ml, (2.11) 
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since the distribution of X,X, is U,+,(O; n, m) when B = 0. Comparing powers 
of the critical regions (2.10) and (2.11) and setting 0 = k, we get (2.8). 
To prove part (b) of the theorem we need Lemma 3 which follows from 
Rao [5, p. 136 (iii)]. 
LEMMA 3. Let XI and X, be distributed as the products of mutudy ideptmdent 
beta variates asfollows: 
Xl N b(0; fn, &rn + 0) fi b(0; &(n - i + I), Qm) - U&n, m), 
i=2 
X2 - b(0; &(n + m) + 0,&s) fi b(0; a(n 4 m - i + I), 4s). 
i=2 
(These 2p beta variates are taken to be mutually independent.) Then 
X = X,X, - UpSe(n, m + s). 
Proof of part (b) of the theorem. Here again we shall prove a result stronger 
than (b), namely, 
P{U,,k,(n, m + s) < U;(n, m + s)} -c W,&, m) < U;(n, 4, (2.12) 
for any k > 0, s > 0. Define XI, Xa as in Lemma 3, and consider a random 
variable X,* distributed, independently of XI , as the product of p mutually 
independent beta variates given by 
x2* - f j  w; Hfl + m - i + l), 4s) = U,(O; n + m, s). (2.13) 
Consider the problem of testing B = 0 vs 6’ > 0 based on X, and X,*. By the 
Neyman-Pearson lemma and Lemma 2, the unique UMP size LY test has the 
critical region 
Xl < U;(n, m). (2.14) 
This test is strictly more powerful than the test with the critical region 
-&X2* < U;(n, m + 4, (2.15) 
since the distribution of X,X,* is U,(O; n, m + s) when t9 = 0. Note that X2 
is stochastically larger than Xs *. Hence, the critical region (2.15) is more 
powerful than the size (II critical region given by 
X,X2 < U;(n, m + 4. (2.16) 
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Comparing the power functions of the critical regions (2.14) and (2.16), and 
setting B = K, we get (2.12). This completes the proof. 
Notice that by Lemma 1, we have 
dk m, n, p) = T&C P, n + m - 24 4. 
This leads to the following corollary of the theorem. 
(2.17) 
COROLLARY. (a) 7&; p + q, n + m - p - 4, m) < q&k P, n + m - P, m) 
for q > 0. 
(b) rU(h; p, n + m - p + s, m + s> < F#; P, n + m - P, m).M s > 0. 
Remark. The part (b) of the theorem and the part (a) of the corollary gener- 
alize the corresponding results in the univariate case, namely Theorem 2.1(b) 
and Corollary 2.1 in [3]. It is conjectured that Theorem 2.1(a) of [3] can also 
be generalized to 
fl,(k m, n, P) < dk m, n + s, P) for s > 0. 
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